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Abstract 
 
The prevalent infiltration of terrorist activity around the 
globe has changed the world as we know it. This empirical 
research provides a look at the use of modeling terrorist 
activity in the 21st Century and how the practice of 
modeling terrorist activity can assist governments in 
predicting and preventing potential future terrorist attacks.  
Specialists try to predict future terrorist events based on 
worldly and political news and historical data. This work 
considers five areas of attributing factors that indicate 
countries with richer economies are more successful in 
modeling terrorist activities than countries with poorer 
economies.  A successful model for terrorist activity is 
extremely valuable because it offers the opportunity to 
predict a terrorist attack before it happens. 
 
Keywords – terrorist, terrorism, modeling terrorist 
activity, terrorist trend detection, counter-terrorism 
 
1. Introduction 
 
     Modeling terrorist activity is important, with new 
attacks occurring at least every few weeks at present. There 
are primarily two different terrorist activity models 
available – the first profiles terrorist organizations and 
predicts when and where events are likely to take place, 
and the second identifies perpetrators involved in an event. 
A successful terrorism model is highly valuable because it 
could help countries prevent future terrorist attacks. There 
are a copious amount of factors that play a part in modeling 
terrorist activity. 
     Environmental and political factors play a role in 
modeling terrorist activity.  We will discuss the role that 
environmental factors play based on modeling terrorist 
activity such as targets that are in environments where 
terrorism is likely to take place.  Politics plays a part as 
well. If a government has the goal of preventing future 
terrorist attacks, then that country is more likely to model 
terrorist activity. With political power being important to 
many governments, politics will always play a contributing 
role in terrorism. Social and cultural factors play a role in 
modeling terrorist activity as well, which will be discussed 
in detail. Finally, economic factors play a role in a 
countries’ ability to model terrorist activity.  We will show 

that countries with wealthier economies have a better 
chance at developing a successful model of terrorism. 
     This work will examine each of these factors in detail, 
and show how specialists use previous terrorist attacks to 
attempt to predict future attacks. The utility and power of 
each model is described. The rest of the paper is organized 
as follows. In Section 2, the various models are introduced. 
Section 3 describes the publicly available databased of 
terrorist activity. Sections 4, 5, and 6 discuss 
environmental and political, social, and economic factors, 
respectively, followed by conclusions in Section 7. 
 

 
Fig 1. Attributing factors for Modeling Terrorist Activity 

 
2. Modeling Terrorist Activity 
 
     The U.S. Department of Defense defines terrorism as 
“the calculated use of unlawful violence or threat of 
unlawful violence to inculcate fear; intended to coerce or 
to intimidate government or societies in the pursuit of goals 
that are generally political, religious, or ideological” [4]. 
Acts of terrorism are not a new phenomenon. The origin of 
terrorism dates back to 1793 around the time of the French 
Revolution [5]. 
     We are now in the 21st century and unfortunately it 
seems we do not go more than a week without news of a 
new terrorist attack occurring somewhere in the world. 
After the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, there has 
been research by specialists in an attempt to model terrorist 
activity. Modeling terrorist activity is important because an 
accurate model can help governments in decision making 
and potentially help reduce the losses that occur when a 
terror attack happens [2].  
 
2.1 Self-Exciting Hurdle Model 
 
     When examining terrorism data, there are two major 
issues to address. One is that terrorist attacks are rare. The 
daily number of terrorist attacks is usually zero, but due to 
large coordinated attacks there are some extreme values 
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[2]. The second is the timings of terrorist incidents appear 
to be clustered, which makes standard models that assume 
independence unsuitable for modeling terrorist activity [2]. 
     The self-exciting hurdle model is also known as the two 
part model [2]. Porter and White explain that “the hurdle 
model is a two-component model that allows separate 
specifications of the probability of a zero count and the 
probability of a nonzero count. This allows the hurdle 
model to accommodate a large number of zeros in addition 
to some extreme counts.” [2]. The hurdle model accounts 
for a large number of zeros with some extreme counts [2]. 
For terrorism modeling, the hurdle model is preferred to 
the zero-inflated model. The zero-inflated model takes the 
extra zeros observed and assumes they are due to censoring 
[2]. On the other hand, the “hurdle model assumes that the 
extra zeros are due to a separate process (“the hurdle”), 
which must be overcome before the number of 
corresponding incidents are determined” [2]. This is 
suitable for examining terrorism data because it can be 
assumed that the infrequency of terrorist attacks is because 
they are indeed rare, not because they are unobserved. The 
other problem faced when examining terrorism data is the 
clustering behavior of terrorist activity which can be 
addressed by adding a self-exciting component to the 
hurdle model [2]. The self-exciting component specifies 
that the probability of an event is a function of the time of 
all previous events, such that the probability decreases over 
time. This accounts for the clustering and dynamic nature 
of terrorism [2]. 
 
2.2 World Terrorism Metric Model 
 
     The world terrorism metric model measures current 
terrorism activity [1]. The world terrorism metric model 
was originally created to provide a continuous, daily 
assessment of the world terror level [1]. “The world 
terrorism metric model provides an indicator of increased 
terrorist activities which can make analysts increase 
awareness of possible terror attacks. The world terrorism 
metric model is computed daily, although it could be 
computed more frequently to give a more timely status [1]. 
The world terrorism metric model is an automated model 
that collects filters and combines indirect and direct 
measures of terrorist activities [1]. The world terrorism 
metric model is a weighted sum of news from major 
political, economic, news and terrorist reports collected 
using news from many internet sources [1]. The WTM has 
values from about -35 to +35 with the negative values 
indicating low threat level and positive values indicating 
high threat levels.” [1]. This model could be useful for 
predicting a terrorist attack because this model uses day-
to-day information to indicate whether the threat level is 
high or low. 

 
Fig 2. World Terrorism Metric from Dec 2003 to May 2004 [1]. 

Significant events indicated in blue boxes. 
 
     This graph is an example of a world terrorism metric 
which shows that there is a high threat of a terrorist attack 
especially when significant events occur.  
 
2.3 Target Threat Assessment Model 
 
     The target threat assessment model estimates threats by 
potential terrorist attacks. This model combines input from 
a domain specialist with news to estimate the potential 
threats against locations for people [1]. “The target threat 
assessment provides a daily assessment and prioritization 
of threats for targets of interest [1]. 
     The target threat assessment model is implemented in 
Perl. It used two databases; one which contains the critical 
relationship matrix data and the other containing a 
CARVER rating for each individual target. Using the 
CARVER rating for specific targets, governments can 
implement deterrence to reduce the visibility of a target. 
CARVER is an acronym which stands for the six measures 
defined for each target, i.e., Criticality, Accessibility, 
Recuperability, Vulnerability, Effect on the Population, 
and Recognizability [1]. The parameters are input by 
domain experts through a user interface, as seen in Figure 
3 [1]. The Perl script accesses the databases then processes 
the data into final target ratings and sorts the targets based 
on the final ratings. The output of the sorted targets is 
written to a database as a report.” [1]. If a target has both a 
high rating and attack level, a government can take action 
to protect the target. An example report of targets listed by 
their rating of and level is depicted in Figure 4 [1]. 
    Models can provide much more accurate data when they 
are combined. For example, the target threat model can be 
combined with the world terrorism metric model to predict 
the probability of an attack and potential target in a region.  
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Fig 3. Data entry screen for the target data, raw CARVER ratings 

and published deterrents entered by domain specialists [1]. 
 

 
Fig 4. Example output of target threat model [1]. 

 
2.4 Terrorist Group Prediction Model (TGPM) 
 
     “The TGPM learns the pattern of terrorist attacks from 
the available historical data and makes an association 
between terrorist group and previous attacks [3]. The 
terrorist group prediction model was developed to detect 
the responsible terrorist group by using historical data [3]. 
TGPM uses various parameters like attack type, location, 
target type, weapon type, and suicide attack etc. TGPM 

also uses terrorist corpus, parameters values and 
parameters weight as input.” [3].  
     Data preprocessing is an important step. Missing values 
are filled up, redundancies are removed, and filtering is 
performed so that the database will be ready for use [3]. 
“After pre-processing of database, percentage of attacks of 
each group is calculated based on input parameters [3]. 
Each parameter is assigned a weight based on its impact 
over the incident [3]. The group weight is calculated by 
using the percentage of attacks of each group and the 
parameters weight. Different clusters are created. 
Association between these clusters is being performed and 
highest value from these associations is obtained [3]. 
Group name corresponding to the highest value may be the 
most probable responsible terrorist group” [3].  Figure 5 
shows an example of a terrorist group prediction model. 
  

 
Fig 5. Terrorist Group Prediction Model (TGPM) [3]. 

 
3. Terrorism and Terrorism Databases 
 
     While there are a number of terrorism databases at this 
time, this work will review the Global Terrorism Database 
(GTD). Terrorist activity is not new. It has probably been 
going on since humans have roamed the earth. There was a 
terrorist act in New York City on September 16, 1920, that 
occurred at 12:01 p.m. in the financial district of Manhattan 
in which 38 people died and 143 were seriously injured 
when a horse-drawn wagon stopped at the J.P. Morgan 
bank at 23 Wall Street and exploded. Several years before 
the Wall Street incident there was the bombing of the Los 
Angeles Times building in 1910.  
     Given that until perhaps 100 years ago, traveling more 
than 50 miles from where one lived was truly a journey, 
and people lived in societies where most people knew each 
other, terrorist activities were mostly few and far between. 
But given the global nature of travel today, the ease of 
travel, the rise of and ease of obtaining world and national 
information, terrorism has been on the rise locally, 
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nationally, and globally. This rise of terrorism, or at least 
the reporting of terrorism in the media, has brought about 
the need for accurate terrorism databases so law 
enforcement agencies can better anticipate and prevent 
terrorist activities.  
     Prior to the advent of the Global Terrorism Database 
there were, and still are, several terrorist databases. With 
various terrorist databases using different criteria for 
collecting data there became a need for a database that 
combined the best of these various terrorist databases, thus 
the birth of the Global Terrorism Database. Terrorism 
databases, that is a database designed specifically with 
terrorism in mind, have only been around for about forty 
years. Most terrorism databases have been around for about 
twenty years. 
     The first difficulty in establishing a terrorism database 
is first determining the definition of terrorism. A large and 
well respected terrorism database, the Pinkerton Global 
Intelligence Services (PGIS) database, defined terrorism as 
events involving “the threatened or actual use of illegal 
force and violence to attain a political, economic, religious 
or social goal through fear, coercion or intimidation” [6]. It 
is this definition of terrorism that the Global Terrorism 
Database uses. 
     The next difficulty in establishing a terrorism database 
is determining where to obtain the data. “Compared to 
collecting data on other types of criminal violence, 
collecting data on terrorist violence is especially 
challenging” [6]. “Although government departments in 
some countries do collect official data on terrorism (e.g., 
the U.S. State Department), these data face at least two 
difficulties. First, terrorism data collected by government 
entities are suspicious either because they are influenced 
by political considerations, or because many fear that they 
might be so influenced” [6]. 
     There are other difficulties in creating a valid terrorism 
database. Some suspected terrorists are not charged with 
other crimes besides terrorism and this makes gathering 
valid data much more difficult. The GTD has overcome 
these difficulties to produce a useful terrorism database. 
Besides the PGIS database mentioned earlier, upon which 
the GTD is modeled, there were, and still are, several other 
terrorism databases, each with their unique aspects. Some, 
like the PGIS collect data both from domestic and 
international sources, but most terrorism databases use 
either a domestic or international model. The advantage of 
the PGIS database is that it uses both domestic and 
international information. 
     Several other respected terrorism databases, both 
international and domestic, are the ITERATE 
(international), TWEED (Europe, domestic), U.S. Dept. of 
State (international), RAND (international), TRITON 
(domestic and international), RAND=MIPT (domestic and 
international), and COBRA (international). TRITON, 
RAND-MIPT, and COBRA have only been around since 
1998 onward, thus their databases are nowhere as extensive 

as most of the other databases. This table shows several 
terrorism databases that developed over the years. 
 

 
Fig 6. Major archival databases on terrorist reports [6]. 

 
3.1 The Global Terrorism Database 
 
     “The resulting GTD has both strengths and weaknesses” 
[6]. There are four major strengths, and since the GTD is 
built upon the PGIS database, so some of these strengths 
pertain to the PGIS as well.  

1. “The original data in the PGIS contained both 
domestic and international terrorist events. This 
helped to make the PGIS, and thus the GTD, data 
approximately seven times larger than any other 
open source database for the period covered” [6]. 

2. For 27 years only two managers were involved in 
the data collection. This cohesiveness contributed 
to the reliability of the data collected. 

3. PGIS was a private enterprise collecting data for 
business interests making it free from political 
pressure to omit politically sensitive incidents. 

4. The definition of terrorism employed by the 
original PGIS data collectors was exceptionally 
inclusive [6]. 

     There were also weaknesses in the PGIS data collection 
methods. These weaknesses were specific to its data 
collection methods and more generally related to any 
collection of open source data. There are two weaknesses 
related to the way data was collected. The first is that the 
data collected was for corporations to use as risk 
assessment in their evaluation of various locations where 
they may do business, or were doing business. The second 
is that PGIS collected data that would be considered 
criminal even though they were carried out by a known 
terrorist group. 
 
3.2 The Improved GTD: The GTD2 
 
     There are two version of the GTD; the first version 
covers the twenty-seven years from 1970 to 1997, the 
second version, labeled GTD2, covers the years from 1998 
to 2008. The GTD2 is an improvement over GTD. 
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     In order to improve GTD2 the Criteria Committee 
established three criteria that had to be met before an event 
could be classified as a terrorist event. Those criteria are: 
1. “The incident must be intentional, that is, the result of 

a conscious calculation on the part of a perpetrator” 
[6]. 

2. “The incident must entail some level of violence 
(including violence against property) or the threat of 
violence” [6]. 

3. “There must be sub-national perpetrators. That is, at 
the time of the incident, the perpetrator group must not 
be exercising sovereignty (unequivocal, stable control 
of demarcated territory; functioning governmental 
structures)” [6]. 

     In addition to the aforementioned criteria, the Criteria 
Committee stated that at least two of the following three 
criteria be met: 
1. “The act must be aimed at attaining a political, 

economic, religious, or social goal. In terms of 
economic goals, the exclusive pursuit of profit does 
not satisfy this criterion. 

2. There must be evidence of an intention to coerce, 
intimidate, or convey some other message to a larger 
audience (or audiences) than the immediate victims. 

3. The action must be outside the context of legitimate 
warfare activities; that is, the act must be outside the 
parameters permitted by international humanitarian 
law (particularly the admonition against deliberately 
targeting civilians or non-combatants)” [6]. 

     To make GTD2 even more reliable, in addition to the 
previously mentioned criteria, the Criteria Committee 
imposed the requirement that every case be verified by an 
independent source. 
 
3.3 Utility of GTD2 
 
     The information that can be extruded from the GTD2 is 
immense and impressive. This is made possible by the use 
of computers, which have become so much more powerful 
in just the past several years. The information available 
from the GTD2 can be used to interpret a wide range of 
analytical scenarios. This includes determining the effect 
of certain policies or events on the future risk of terrorist 
activity. 
 
4. Environmental and Political Factors 
 
     When looking at the environmental and or political 
factors that contribute to terrorist activity, we have to take 
a bird’s eye view of the other possible factors that 
contribute or influence terrorist activity. Terrorism does 
not exist in a vacuum. There is no one consensus of a factor 

or factors that influence terrorist activity. We will focus on 
the environmental and political factors, but will also touch 
on how other factors may influence the environmental and 
political factors of terrorist activity. 
  
4.1 Root and Trigger Causes of Terrorism 
 
     Before we can get into the environmental and or 
political factors that contribute to this factor of terrorism 
we have to understand some of the general factors that lead 
up to environmental and political factors. Much like 
someone does not study calculus before they understand 
basic math, algebra, geometry, and trigonometry, we will 
look at other factors that lead up to, or are causative factors, 
in environmental and or political terrorism. 
There are two basic distinctions: root causes and trigger 
causes. Sometimes they are called preconditions and 
precipitants. Root causes or preconditions are those factors 
that set the stage for terrorism over the long run [7]. Trigger 
causes or precipitants are specific events that immediately 
precede the occurrence of terrorism [7]. 
     For the past fifty-five years there have been many 
studies and publications on terrorism but little on the root 
causes of terrorism. Not much research has been done to 
determine the trigger causes of terrorism. Among the 
disciplines that have contributed to the terrorism research 
are political scientists, sociologists, theological scientists, 
economists, and psychologists. 
 
4.2 Root Causes 
 
     Unfortunately, when it comes to the root causes of 
terrorism, despite the extensive scholarly research, not 
much is known of the root causes of terrorism. 
     The relationship between terrorism and democracy 
continues to challenge scholars in their search for causes of 
terrorism. It is generally agreed that a lack of democracy, 
civil liberties and the rule of law are preconditions for 
many forms of domestic terrorism. Generally, the most 
democratic and the most totalitarian societies have the 
lowest levels of oppositional violence. Failed or weak 
states on the other hand, lack the capacity – or sometimes 
the will – to exercise territorial control. This often leaves a 
power vacuum that can be exploited by terrorist 
organizations to maintain safe havens and training facilities 
or serve as bases for launching terrorist campaigns. 
However, this should not be perceived as simply a lack of 
democracy or democratic processes. Long standing liberal 
democracies with established traditions of free speech and 
tolerance have been the targets of both domestic and 
foreign terrorism. As Crenshaw contends “democracy and 
terrorism are not polar opposites: saying ‘yes’ to 
democracy, unfortunately, does not mean saying ‘no’ to 
terrorism” (Club de Madrid, 2005: 14) [7]. 
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4.3 Trigger Causes 
 
     The first condition that can be considered a direct cause 
of terrorism is the existence of concrete grievances among 
an identifiable subgroup of a larger population, such as an 
ethnic minority discriminated against by the majority [7]. 
This is not to say, however, that the existence of a 
dissatisfied minority or majority is a necessary or even a 
sufficient cause for terrorism; for not all those who are 
discriminated against turn to terrorism. 
     The second condition that can create motivations for 
terrorism is the lack of opportunity for political 
participation. The last category of situational factors 
involves the concept of a precipitated event that 
immediately precedes outbreaks of terrorism.  While 
general consensus points to the fact that precipitants 
(trigger causes) are usually unpredictable, a common 
pattern has emerged that highlights particular government 
actions as catalysts for terrorism [7].  Terrorist retaliations 
can thus occur as a result of unusual and unexpected use of 
force by the government, a so-called “action-reaction 
syndrome” (Crenshaw 1981, 385). In general, provocative 
events that call for revenge or action, may trigger terrorist 
action by spoilers on both sides. Contested elections, police 
brutality and even peace talks are all examples of triggering 
causes [16]. 
 
4.4 Approaches to Terrorism Analysis 
 
     There are basically four approaches to terrorism 
analysis. They are 1) the multi-causal approach; 2) the 
political or structural approach; 3) the organizational 
approach; 4) psychological approach. Since we are 
concerned with the environmental and or political factors 
for modeling terrorist activities we will concentrate on the 
political or structural approach. 
 
4.5 Political or Structural Approach 
 
     A political approach presupposes that the causes of 
terrorism can be found in environmental factors. For 
example, national or international arenas, as well as sub-
national spheres like universities can be conducive to the 
rise of terrorism (Hudson, 1999: 16). This approach, which 
was mostly adhered to by left-wing researchers in the 
sixties and the seventies, including Ross (1996) and Ted 
Robert Gurr (1970; 2006) indicate poverty, oppression and 
inequality as causes of terrorism. Central to Gurr’s research 
is the notion of relative deprivation, a term often used to 
describe feelings of economic, political, or social 
deprivation that are relative rather than absolute. Gurr 
suggests that the inability to obtain what is felt to be 
justified triggers feelings of frustration that ultimately 
facilitates the emergence of collective violence. 
     In addition to environmental factors, scholars have 
sought to identify preconditions – issues that set the stage 

for terrorism in the long term, and precipitants – 
mechanisms that activate the occurrence of terrorism. In a 
similar vein, preconditions are further subdivided into 
permissive factors which provide opportunities for 
terrorism to happen, and situations or reasons that directly 
inspire terrorist campaigns (Crenshaw, 1981: 381). This 
use of preconditions implies a political approach, as it 
seeks to distinguish what in the surrounding atmosphere 
can contribute to an individual’s involvement in terrorism 
[7]. 
 
5.  Social and Cultural Factors: Past, Present, 
and Future  
 
     The greatest security threats that are facing the United 
States are not from the formal states, but are from terrorist 
organizations that appear to attack informally, using terror 
at any time and place with the goal of undermining the 
confidence of the United States institutions and the 
American public and their way of life. However, this is no 
longer a structured battle that can be fought with military 
power, as the war against terrorism will be won with 
superior knowledge. 
     As to the ever changing nature of homeland security 
issues, a new type of intelligence is needed by homeland 
security, social network analysis (SNA). The basis of the 
social network analysis is that individual nodes are 
connected by complex, but yet understandable, nodes that 
form the networks [8]. These networks are the basics 
underlying the order of simple laws, and are the structural 
basis of many natural events, social processes, and 
organizations. 
     Terrorist organizations are well suited to the study 
utilizing social network analysis. Terrorist organization 
tends to be different from hierarchical, state sponsored 
appointments in characteristics such as leadership and its 
organizational structure. Social network analysis has the 
ability to provide important information on areas of 
recruitment, network evolution, and the diffusion of even 
the thoughts of radical ideas. Social network analysis can 
be used to understand terrorist networks, and advises 
homeland security policy to form the basis of a more 
strategic and effective counter measure to terrorism. 
 
5.1 Social Network Analysis and Terrorism 
 
     The importance of social network analysis cannot be 
overly emphasized. As the work of John Arquilla and 
David Rondfeldts, Networks and Netwars, which was 
released in 2001 before the September 11, 2001, terrorists 
attacks, it describes the increased principles in modern 
criminal organizations and activities [9]. The premise, that 
war is no longer a head to head battle of the two major 
powers, and there is no formal hierarchical-based enemy as 
in the U.S.S.R during the Cold War. However, the new 
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modern war is the netwar, which is now a lower intensity 
battle by terrorist, criminals, and extremists with a 
networked organizational structure. These networks appear 
to be leaderless and are able to attack more quickly.  
     After the attacks of September 11, 2001, the 
government and the mainstream media have begun to 
discuss the importance of social network analysis in the 
fight against terrorism. Mainstream media outlets such as 
the Washington Post and the Dallas Morning News ran 
articles with the description of the potential benefits of 
network science [13]. Authors of popular network press 
were interviewed on television and on-the-air programs on 
how to utilize the knowledge of social networks to fight 
terrorism. As the National Security Agency’s warrant-less 
eavesdropping program have taken the high light of the 
news in 2006, the importance of social network analysis in 
fighting terrorism has resurfaced throughout the New York 
Times articles discussing the ability of network analysis 
mapping millions of NSA intercepts daily between 
individuals [15]. 
 
5.2 Academic Activities 
 
     After September 11, 2001, network experts begun to 
look explicitly at the use of network methodology in the 
understanding of countering of terrorism. As the listserv 
associated with the leading social network organization, 
International Network for Social Network Analysis, was 
inundated with numerous questions, comments, and 
concerns over the role of social network analysis in the 
fight against terrorism. In the winter of the year 2001, 
Connections, the social network journal affiliated with the 
international Network for Social Network Analysis 
devoted an issue to social network analysis and terrorism, 
mapping the Al-Qaeda network by canvassing public data 
on the Al-Qaeda hijackers and running basic network 
principles through use of computer software [12].  
     Since the winter of 2001, the academic world has 
increased the attention paid to the social network analysis 
of terrorism and to the result of public interest, and network 
analysis of terrorist organizations [11]. 
 
5.3 Individual Motivation and Participation 

     Terrorism is neither an automatic reaction to conditions 
nor a purely calculated strategy, but what psychological 
factors motivate the terrorist and influence his or her 
perceptions and interpretations of reality? They are only a 
small minority of people with similar backgrounds, 
experiencing the same conditions, who might be expected 
to reach identical conclusions based on their reasoning 
about the utilizing of terrorism as sort of technique of 
political influence. The relationship issues are questionable 
as to the personality between politics are complicated and 
imperfectly understood [10]. Why an individual engages in 
political violence is another complicated issue, and 

answering questions as to why someone engages in 
terrorism is still more difficult [16]. 
     A simple and posed question of a psychological 
explanation of terrorism is whether or not there is a 
“terrorist personality,” as similar to the authoritarian 
personality whose emotional traits can be specified with 
some sort of exactitude [14]. However, it is important to 
avoid stereotyping the terrorist or oversimplifying the 
source of terrorist actions, as no single motivation can be 
valid for all circumstances. The limited data we have on 
individual terrorist suggest that the outstanding common 
characteristics of terrorist is their normality, and terrorism 
often appears to be among varying personalities as some 
critics have observed, and “policy of terrorism  united 
through many variety of characteristics and mentalities” 
and the agreement of using terrorism have bonded 
members together [17]. Furthermore, there is quite a 
substantial amount of evidence that indicates that many 
terrorists are activists with some prior political experience 
in nonviolent opposition to the state. These questions of 
aiming toward victims and the justification for terrorism 
are especially important as to the variety of forms of 
terrorism that involves various degrees of selectivity in the 
choice of victims. Overall, some acts of terrorism are 
extremely discriminative, while others are broadly 
indiscriminate, as some terrorist organizations require 
more intimate contact between terrorist and victim than 
others.   
 
6. Economics Factors 
 
     A country with a rich economy is more likely to 
withstand terrorist attacks than a country with a poorer 
economy [18]. A country as rich and diverse as the United 
States experienced few terrorist events on its own soil 
before 2001 [18]. With heightened security and terrorist 
modeling there have not been many terrorist attacks after 
the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Of course the magnitude of 9/11 
can shake confidence in the country’s security but is 
proven that developed countries are positioned to take 
actions to limit terrorist attacks [18]. In places like 
Colombia and the Basque region of Spain, with smaller 
economies it is harder to impede terrorism [18]. Terrorist 
activity in these areas is prevalent and take a toll on the 
country’s economy [18]. 
     It makes sense that countries with richer economies will 
be more successful in modeling terrorist activities because 
they have the resources to do so. Unfortunately for 
countries with poorer economies and where terrorism is 
prevalent, it is much harder for them to create models for 
terrorist activities because they do not have the money, 
time, and other resources to successfully model terrorist 
activities. 
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Here is a current list of the top 10 designated foreign 
terrorist organizations and their geographic locations. 
 

 
Fig 7. Current list of the Top 10 Designated Foreign Terrorist 

Organizations and their Geographic Locations [19]. 
 
7. Conclusion  
 
     Ultimately, governments need to financially invest 
much more than they are now in the war against terrorist 
activity in addition to coordinating efforts from other 
countries and nations so that we are not only reactive to the 
onslaught of terrorist activities, but are proactive and stop 
them before it happens in the first place. Countries all 
around the world have to constantly think of how they can 
keep their citizens safe, especially against terror attacks.  
As we have shown, modeling terrorist activities is an 
important practice and should not be over looked.  There 
are sundry factors that attribute to the infiltration of 
terrorism throughout the world. Furthermore, governments 
should invest more in modeling terrorist activities because 
the practice of modeling terrorism could prevent future 
terror attacks, save lives, and prevent the losses that occur 
when a terror attack is successful.  A successful model for 
terrorist activity is extremely valuable because it offers the 
opportunity to predict a terrorist attack before if happens.   
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